RLAHA Martin Aitken Seminar Series

Hilary Term 2024

Thursdays 12:00 – 1:00 pm Lecture Room, 1 South Parks Road and on Teams – link
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a65821d8ca1b64c51a0c12b9189984e1a%40thread.tacv2/Martin%2520Aitken%2520Seminar%2520Series?groupId=550fb0dc-672f-428e-81c4-e3d5e5f63b47&tenantId=cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91

(W1) 18th January
RLAHA members: Ashleigh Haruda, Danielle McLean, Karolina Werens, Lorena Becerra Valdivia, Shadreck Chirikure (University of Oxford)
Panel Discussion: Future Directions in Archaeological Science. Where Does RLAHA Fit?

(W3) 1st February
Colgar Sikopo (Director of Wildlife Services and Park Management in Namibia) & Ezequiel Fabiano (University of Namibia)
Elephant conservation in Namibia: Using seized ivory and data-driven approaches to assist antipoaching efforts.

(W5) 15th February
New DPhil students: Mikayla Coad, Muchen Zhou, Shem-Raz Idrees, Katy Hearne (University of Oxford)
Overview of DPhil Research Plans

(W6) 22nd February
Jamie Lorimer (University of Oxford)
Worlding and Weirding with Beavers: Proactive Multispecies Niche Construction in the Anthropocene

(W7) 29th February
Jane Kershaw (University of Oxford)
From Birka to Baghdad: Flows of Silver in the Early Medieval World

(W8) 7th March
Kate Britton (University of Aberdeen)
TBC

Do join us for lunch at Mansfield College with the speaker after the seminar!
We look forward to seeing you there!

Amy Styring & Greger Larson